
Design Principles



Header Navigation
Sub Navigation 

Hero Image
Design Hierarchy

Call to Action
Logos

Balance
Design Aesthetic 

Use of White Space
Use of Icons

In this presentation, I am reviewing the
following principles of quality design
which allow for a positive user
experience

DESIGN PRINCIPLES



Good use of Call to
Action
Draws the eye
immediately to the
recipe on the
homepage

Site # 1: New York Times Cooking

Strong Use of White
Space
White space is done
well in this photo,
creating a boundary
around the page and
drawing the eye to
the main image 

Header Nav
This header is
minimal but useful
with menu options
and a search bar
along with a recipe
box where people
can save recipes
they want to
make/save.   



Site # 1: New York Times Cooking
Strong Logo
This logo contrasts
well with the rest of
the website, is
simple, and
combines brand
element of the NYT
logoStrong use of Icons

The recipe of the
day button draws
the eye to the
infobox.   



Strong Use of White
Space
White space in this
instance is used to
help products
standout with
colorful background

Header Nav
this header nav is
very simple and lets
the focus be on the
product images
which is useful as
this is a makeup
brand and
images/video is key
to creating positive
UX translating to
increased sales. 

Hero Image
This image conveys
image that brand is
happy, bright, and
fun.

Site # 2: Saie Beauty



Balance
This image as a
whole does a great
job of balancing
large images with
text. This leaves the
user informed but
not overwhelmed.

CTA
This CTA about their
standards
emphasizes to user
that Saie values the
ingredients they put
into their products.

Site # 2: Saie Beauty



Design Hierarchy
This page evokes an
overall design
hierarchy with a
minimal header,
focus is on the hero
image because it's a
furniture company
and a strong CTA

Design Aesthetic 
This page evokes an
overall design
aesthetic as well
allowing the
customer to picture
the furniture in their
home and plays into
a minimal style
which is popular
right now. 

Strong CTA
This CTA is
important because
it draws in the eye
but does not
disrupt the overall
aesthetic of the
brand.

Site # 3: Burrow Furniture



Sub Nav
This subnav on
Burrow shows a
number of options
for users and breaks
things down into
helpful categories. 

Site # 3: Burrow Furniture

Header Nav
The overall Nav on
this site is great.
Lots of options but
good use of white
space to not
overwhelm user.



Navigation
This navigation is
hard to see and
lacks information

Site # 4: Zara

Hierarchy of Design
There is no
hierarchy of design
on this page, there is
a strong image and
minimalist design
but not enough
information. 



Balance
This design shows a
lack of balance,
there is high
contrast but no
balance between
color and text

Site # 4: Zara

White Space
There is too much
white space in this
design, instead of
making a product or
design stand out it
just overwhelmes
the user



Movement
There is a lack of
movement in this
design on this page,
it is mostly a gallery
with products and
bland UX

Site # 4: Sephora

White Space
There is too much
white space in this
image. It makes
products look small
and hard to read 

Balance
There is a lack of
balance on this page,
small product
photos with lots of
text and then large
framed items.

Hierarchy
There is a lack of
hierarchy on this
page, photo heavy
at the bottom and
product heavy at the
top.


